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Abstract—Modern speech recognition (ASR) is based on largescale deep neural nets (DNNs) with various architectures. For
small-footprint applications running on low-power chips, however, the size of the DNNs must be extremely constrained. In
this case, training a generalizable acoustic model is not feasible,
especially when the acoustic conditions are diverse.
Most of existing approaches to small-footprint networks start
from a large net and reduce its scale by pruning. In this paper,
we investigate a reverse idea: starting from a small net and
increasing it gradually. This structure-growth approach follows
a ‘general to specific’ principle and grows the net gradually.
We start from the AdaBoost algorithm that builds specific nets
for error-prone data, and then propose a new ConBoost that
builds specific nets for specific conditions. Our experiments on a
small-footprint ASR task demonstrated that both AdaBoost and
ConBoost outperform the baseline and other comparative methods including bagging and double-net retraining. Furthermore,
ConBoost performs better than AdaBoost.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has achieved significant performance in recent years, mostly attributed to the
emerging of large data sets and the models that can consume
this large data – the deep neural nets (DNNs) [1]. With a
large and deep neural net, it is possible to learn the complex
patterns of speech signals in multiple conditions, hence very
promising performance [2]. Recently, end-to-end system that
involves both acoustic and language models in a unified DNN
architecture has been proposed [3].
In spite of the great progress in DNN-based architecture,
most of existing techniques require a large network, which
is not suitable for small-footprint applications running on
resource-limited devices, e.g., chips. On these devices, only a
very limited memory and computational power are available.
For example, the MVSILICON 8224 that we used in this
experiment offers only 100k SDRAM and the MCU is only
240 MHz. With these stringent limitations, it is impossible to
use large-scale networks and so the benefit of DNNs is not
easy to harvest.
Various approaches have been proposed to improve the
performance of DNNs with limited-resource devices. For
example, factorization methods by SVD [4], tensor training
decomposition [5], or structured matrix [6]. These methods,
however, cannot obtain high compression rate and limited
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performance loss simultaneously. Structure pruning methods
were also proposed [7], [8], but sparse matrix multiplication
is slow without hardware support. Another approach is dark
knowledge transfer [9], [10], where a large net is trained firstly,
and then a small net is trained by transferring the knowledge
from the large net. This approach requires sufficient data to
train the large net, hence not suitable for cases where the
training data is limited as well.
All the above methods start from a large-scale network. In
this paper, we present an opposite approach that starts from a
small net that describes the general data and then grow the net
incrementally by considering more difficult data. This novel
structure-growth approach follows the general to specific
principle of problem solving, and so it is suitable to solve
special data that are usually difficult to solve by the general
model. Moreover, this structure-growth approach can increase
the model capacity gradually when new data is available, hence
offering a way of life-long learning. Finally, this approach
produces modular networks, by which a particular task can be
easily addressed by net composition. Note that the structuregrowth approach is orthogonal to the traditional methods such
as pruning and dark-knowledge transfer, and their combination
shall lead to further improvement.
In this study, we start from the AdaBoost algorithm [11] that
builds a general model first using the whole training data and
then builds specific models for error-prone data. Moreover, we
propose a new ConBoost that divides the training data into
different conditions and builds specific models for specific
conditions. As a preliminary study, we consider only two
conditions: clean and noisy recordings. Our experiments on
a small-footprint ASR task demonstrated that both AdaBoost
and ConBoost outperform the baseline and other comparative
methods including bagging and double-net retraining. Furthermore, ConBoost performs better than AdaBoost.
II. R ELATED WORK
The structure-growth approach is related to bagging [12],
[13]. In bagging, each basic classifier is trained by a subset
randomly selected from the training data, and the main goal
is to reduce the variance of the model. The structure-growth
approach (AdaBoost and ConBoost) follows a very different
philosophy: it tries to solve the general problem, and then pays
more attention to special (and usually more difficult) problems.
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The structure-growth idea was also explored by Xu et
al. [14] and Moriya et al. [15] in the name of progressive
learning. However, their focus is to learn new conditions with
the help of old conditions, rather than a model that works
better on both new and old conditions.
III. M ETHODS
In this section, we first describe the two structure-growth
approaches: AdaBoost and ConBoost, and then describe two
methods to combine the general and specific models in ConBoost: score fusion and log-linear combination.
A. AdaBoost
AdaBoost is a very popular structure-growth approach [11].
The main idea of AdaBoost is to build a sequence of basic
models where each new model is trained on data that tends
to be mis-classified by the previous classifiers. These basic
models are finally combined with appropriate weights that are
derived from the performance of each individual model. The
combination is simply voting with non-probabilistic models
(e.g., decision tree, SVM), but can be also a score fusion
method if the basic models are probabilistic.
Although most AdaBoost implementations use decision
trees as the basic classifier [16], Schwenk et al. [17] demonstrated that it also applies to shallow MLPs. However, applying
AdaBoost to DNNs seems not successful yet, especially in
speech recognition. A possible reason is that DNNs are very
powerful classifiers so the weak classifier assumption presumed by AdaBoost is not well suited. In this study, due to the
limited resource in our targeted small-footprint applications,
the DNN models are not so strong and so AdaBoost could be
helpful.
However, applying AdaBoost to speech recognition is not
performable. Note that DNN1 is trained with samples at the
frame level, so AdaBoost-compliant data weighting should be
on frames too. However, the frame-level weighting incurs high
computation, and more importantly, it is inconsistent with the
evaluation metric of the ASR task, i.e., word error rate (WER).
We therefore choose a modified version of Adaboost that treats
each sentence as a training sample and weights every sentence
according to its WER or averaged frame accuracy (FA). More
specifically, we firstly train a general DNN using the whole
training data, and then transcribe the training data using the
general DNN and a language model (LM). For each sentence,
the WER and FA are calculated and based on which the
sentence is weighted. Finally, the weighted data is used to
train the specific model.
In fact, this approach has deviated from the generic AdaBoost, and so it can be called pseudo AdaBoost. The deviation is from three aspects: (1) the sentence-level weighting
is inconsistent with the frame-level DNN training; (2) the
objective function for DNN training, i.e., cross entropy (CE) is
inconsistent with the pseudo loss required by AdaBoost [17];
(3) the sentence-level WER and FA are dependent on the
1 For

simplicity, we used the simple feed-forward architecture

LM used for transcribing the training data, so the error-prone
sentences selected according to these criteria may be not hard
for the DNN, but for the LM.
Since pseudo AdaBoost deviates from true AdaBoost, the
weights for the general and the specific models computed
according to the AdaBoost algorithm are not optimal anymore.
We therefore choose a more empirical solution that uses a
development set to determine the weights.
B. ConBoost
AdaBoost follows the general to specific principle, where
the specific data are those that are hard to recognize by the
general model. In another way, we can define specific data as
with a particular condition. This condition can be any property
of the data, e.g., noisy background, reverberated channel, a
particular accent, a particular gender. For each condition, the
data exhibits a particular property and so is ideally modeled
by a specific DNN. These specific DNNs can be integrated
with the general DNN as in the AdaBoost algorithm, leading
to a novel boosting algorithm that we call condition Boosting,
or ConBoost in short.
In this paper, we treat noisy data as specific and use them
to train a specific DNN. More specifically, we start from a
clean data set (WSJ) and augment half of the data with a
particular type of noise at a particular SNR level. All the noiseaugmented data are treated as specific to train the specific
DNN, and all existed data to train the general DNN. Fig. 2
(b) illustrates the ConBoost approach.
Note that ConBoost is a general algorithm and can deal
with multiple conditions, i.e., train multiple specific DNNs.
However, in this study we target for concept proof and so
focus on the simplest single specific condition case.
C. Model integration
Once we have trained the general model and specific model,
we need to combine them appropriately. A simple way is to
average their output, which is the posterior of senones in our
experiment, i.e.,
p(q|xt ) = αpG (q|xt ) + (1 − α)pS (q|xt ),
where q denotes senones, xt the frame segment centered at
time t. The factor α is introduced to balance pG and pS ,
which denote the output of the general model and the specific
model respectively. In practice, a dev set was used to optimize
the value of α. This score fusion approach is shown in Fig. 1.
Another more sophisticated approach is to combine the logit
output (output of the last hidden layer before the softmax), and
then retrain the final layer. This is shown in the bottom picture
of Fig. 1 and formulated as follows:
 G

F (xt )
p(q|xt ) = σ(W
),
F S (xt )
where σ is the softmax function, F G and F S are the output
of the penultimate layer of the general and specific DNNs,
respectively. W denotes the last hidden layer and is trainable.
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This equals to concatenating the features output from the
two DNNs and then training a log-linear model to perform
the classification. In our experiments, the log-linear model is
trained using the entire training data.

•

trained on data of specific conditions, not via random
sampling as in random bagging.
Double Net. The final architecture we need to compare is
a double-net architecture, where the network is the same
as the general model except that the number of units per
layer is doubled. This means that the total number of
parameters is the same as in AdaBoost, ConBoost and
bagging. Therefore, the comparison between them will
shed light on the true contribution of the boosting and
the bagging approaches.
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Fig. 1. Top: score fusion; Bottom: log-linear combination.

(d)

(c)

D. Comparison with other methods
It is interesting to compare AdaBoost and ConBoost with
several related methods, including random bagging, conditional bagging, and double net. The five approaches are illustrated
in Fig. 2.
•

•

Random bagging. Both AdaBoost and ConBoost belong
to the ensemble approach that constructs multiple experts
to make group decisions. Random bagging is another
ensemble approach, where each expert is trained with a
subset of data independently sampled from the original
training data. Boosting and bagging follow different principles. Random bagging aims to reduce the variance of
DNN models caused by the randomness of both the initial
parameters and the training data. It therefore targets for
reducing the generalization error, i.e., error on test data.
The boosting approach, in contrast, follows the general to
specific principle and aims to improve the representation
capability of the model [18].
Conditional bagging. Conditional bagging is another
bagging approach, which trains models for individual
conditions and then bags them together. This is similar
to random bagging in which all the expert models are
independent, but the models in conditional bagging are

G

(e)
Fig. 2. Architecture of (a) AdaBoost; (b) ConBoost; (c) Random bagging; (d)
Conditional bagging; (e) Double net. The blue oval denotes the entire training
data; the pink oval is a subset of the data with a particular condition; the red
circles denote hard data for the general DNN.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Database and configurations
The experiments were conducted with the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) Corpus [19]. We randomly selected 3500 utterances
from 83 different speakers in SI-84, about 7 hours in total.
And half of the data was augmented by adding noise signals
sampled from the MUSAN dataset. The dev93 dataset was
used for development and the eval92 dataset was used for
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evaluation. They were augmented by noisy data in the same
way as the training set.
The ASR system was based on the HMM-DNN hybrid
architecture [20], where the DNN plays the role of acoustic
model that maps acoustic features to posterior probabilities
of senones, i.e., pdfs that correspond to the clustered states
of the HMMs. We used the kaldi [21] toolkit to perform
the experiments. The training and inference follow the wsj
s5 nnet3 chain recipe [22]. The input feature involves 40dimensional Fbanks, and the DNN contains 3 hidden layers
that involve 64,64,512 nodes, respectively. This small size
ensures the net is computable in a low-power chip. We choose
the chain model because this model is less impacted by the
prior of the pdfs, which helps the experiment as prior may
change when we sample data from the training set. The
language model is the tgpr model of the wsj recipe, which
involves 3-grams of 123k words.
B. Performance
The performance in terms of WER of various training
methods and model structures are reported in Table I. The
systems are:
• Baseline: DNN baseline trained with clean + noisy data.
• Random Bag. : Random bagging approach, where the
expert DNNs are trained by dataset independently sampled from the clean + noisy data. These two DNNs are
combined by score fusion.
• Conditional Bag. : Condition bagging approach, where
one expert DNN is trained by the clean data, and the other
expert DNN is trained by the noisy data. These DNNs are
combined by score fusion.
• Double Net: DNN trained using clean + noisy data, but
the model size is doubled.
• AdaBoost (WER): AdaBoost method with clean + noisy
data to train the general DNN and the sentences weighted
according to WER are used to train the specific DNN.
These two DNNs are combined by score fusion. The tgpr
LM is used to evaluate the weight of each sentence and
perform decoding on the training data.
• AdaBoost (FA): AdaBoost method with clean + noisy
data to train the general DNN and the sentences weighted
according to average frame accuracy are used to train the
specific DNN. These two DNNs are combined by score
fusion. The tgpr LM is used to evaluate the weight of
each sentence and perform decoding on the training data.
• ConBoost (Fusion): Conditional structure growth, and
the general and specific DNNs are combined by score
fusion.
• ConBoost (Log-linear): Conditional structure growth,
and the general and specific DNNs are combined by loglinear model.
In Table I, it can be seen that almost all the ensemble methods (boosting and bagging) can achieve performance gains
than the baseline, except the conditional bagging. However,
since all the ensemble methods leverage double-sized parameters, in order to discover the true value of these methods,

TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS IN WER.

Baseline
Double Net
Random Bag.
Conditional Bag.
AdaBoost (WER)
AdaBoost (FA)
ConBoost (Fusion)
ConBoost (Log-Linear)

WER%
Dev.
Eva.
29.69
19.10
28.13
18.55
28.89
18.11
33.01
22.47
29.35
18.66
28.48
18.13
28.72
18.55
26.67
17.54

we should compare them with the double-net performance
(18.55%). This comparison reveals three effective methods:
Random bagging (18.11%), AdaBoost (FA) (18.13%) and
ConBoost (Log-Linear) (17.54%). These results demonstrated that both the variance-reduction principle (in Random
Bagging) and the general-to-specific principle (AdaBoost and
ConBoost) work in small-footprint scenarios. The superior
performance of ConBoost plus log-linear combination is interesting. On one hand, it demonstrates that training specific
models for specific conditions is reasonable, and on the other
hand, it indicates that the value of this conditional training is
more effective on the feature level, so the classifier needs to
be retrained.
The bad performance of conditional bagging indicates that
the idea of training conditional dependent DNNs and then
bagging them together does not work. This is understandable
as this approach does not learn any common patterns in the
clean and noisy data, so the combination simply averages the
performance of all the models on each test sentence.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We studied two structure growth algorithms, AdaBoost and
ConBoost, to deal with multi-conditional data with a small
net. These two algorithms follow the same general-to-specific
principle that grows the net gradually. This growth is on
demand, which makes controlling the net volume easier. Our
experiments on a small-footprint ASR task shows that both
AdaBoost and ConBoost outperformed the baseline model, as
well as a double-sized model. Comparing these two algorithms, ConBoost is more superior. These results indicate that the
general-to-specific principle works for DNN-based ASR, and
dividing the training data into different conditions and training
specific models for difficult conditions improves the overall
performance. Since the model is grown incrementally, we hope
the structure growth idea may inspire a new way of life-long
learning.
The future work will investigate combining specific DNNs
of more conditions, e.g., different genders and different channels. Another work will investigate other suitable ways for
DNN combination.
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